MEDIA ALERT

SYSTRAN AT MANUSEC, FEBRUARY 7th to 9th, IN MUNICH
The first edition of a major European exhibition, dedicated to Cybersecurity solutions for Manufacturing

Paris, January 29th, 2018 – From February 7th to 9th, 2018, SYSTRAN will contribute to the first MANUSEC exhibition, to be held in Munich. This event is dedicated to cybersecurity solutions for critical applications in the Manufacturing industry. This sector, undergoing digital transformation, is the target of growing cyber-attacks and the most threatened after the healthcare sector.

The first edition of MANUSEC in Munich will bring together recognized experts on Cyber Security matters. Through conferences and client cases, the goal is to discuss and open new ways to address the challenges of manufacturing. Ransomware, the human component, the disruptive potential of Artificial Intelligence and IoT, GDPR compliance and outdated CISO reporting structures are among the topics that will be discussed. The challenge of the security of the translated data is among these key issues.

A SYSTRAN conference on security challenges of translation processes

SYSTRAN will contribute to the debate. On February 7th, 2018, at 11:50 am, Loïc René, Manufacturing Account Manager at SYSTRAN will present a conference entitled:

"Keep your translated data safe by using a secure and tailored solution based on the latest AI innovations!"

Among the thematics discussed at this conference:

- Do you know what happens to your data when translated with free online tools? What are the associated risks?
- Why has translation become a major challenge for the manufacturing sector and what are the most representative use cases?
- How can the latest technological advances around Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning lead to a revolution in the world of machine translation?

SYSTRAN’s PRESS OFFICE FOR MANUSEC

To meet the SYSTRAN experts or to conduct an interview by phone, a press office is at your disposal before and during the event with Be RP agency:
Héloïse Guillet is available at +33 (0) 7 62 58 36 06 or by e-mail: heloise@be-rp.fr

To learn more about MANUSEC, visit https://www.manusecevent.com/europe/
About SYSTRAN

SYSTRAN, that will be 50 years old this year, is a pioneer in machine translation technologies. The company helps worldwide organizations in their digital transformation with advanced and secure translation solutions. In 2016, SYSTRAN further innovated and launched its new generation of engines that combine neural networks and artificial intelligence to offer companies a translation quality very close to human translation and increases their productivity gains in various areas such as: collaboration, content production, customer support, electronic investigation, analysis of Big Data, e-commerce...

SYSTRAN provides a tailor-made solution that meets the language specificities for each domain and corporate communication guidelines. Thanks to an open and scalable architecture, SYSTRAN's solutions integrate seamlessly into existing IT applications and infrastructure, providing professionals with a greater efficiency. For more information, visit www.systrangroup.com and test neuronal translation quality here: https://demo-pnmt.systran.net
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